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tion, if you will. The greater includes the less.
IJhreno-mesmeric processes, antedate Chareot's
suggestions, arict are superior to them. The former
produce results, when the latter inevitably fails.
By the former, we have direct communication .with
the brain—the organ of the mind; by the latter,
mechanical and inhibitory suggestions are indirectly
conveyed to the brain, and automatically responded
to. By the former we have a living sensitive being,
:n a certain state of mental exaltation, giving forth
some perfect manifestations of such psychological
state.
In the latter, you have a degraded tool, a help-
piece of organic machinery—a marionette, "pidl
the strings and the figure moves/7
The phreno-mesmeric process is as follows:—
Put your subject in a  deep unconscious  sleep.   As
you can demesinerise or stimulate a leg or arm into
activity,  recognise the  fact—the same can be ac-
complished  jwith the brain,   consciousness   can be
restored partially or wholly.   The mind, directed by
the influence of the operator, determindedly applied
to the organ of the faculty desired to be aroused, by
touching the organ or organs which you desire to
affect,   almost   immediately   the  arterial   blood   is
attracted and propelled with greater force through
that portion of the brain; the faculty, or faculties,
become  exalted,   or   inspired.   Excite   ''Imitation,"
and "Language,"  Foreign languages will be repeated
verbatim,  without hesitation or flaw,  the subject
having no knowledge of the language thus employed.
Excite "Language," "Tune," and **Mirthfulness/' the
subject will probably sing some amusing and witty
- song.   Excite "Language," "Veneration," and "Spiri-
tuality," the face of the sensitive will be reverential,
devotional, and flooded .with hallowed light;  while
his invocations to the Deity will be most impressive
rand devout   Excite tfDestructiveness," and energy,
activity, possibly passion and temper, will be mani-
fested.   ^Acquisitiveness" will indicate a  desire to
lave; while  ''Benevolence"  a desire to  give.   The

